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I. Introduction

I n a time of rapid technological advancement
and the social networked society, the cur-

rent legal standards put in place to protect
our personal information and online data are
becoming increasingly archaic. Even more dan-
gerous for our privacy is the rate at which these
standards are able to evolve, which is often far
too slow or not at all. A rising threat to privacy
due to the law‘s inability to keep pace with
technology, especially for young digital natives,
is intimate private made public content, better
known as ‘revenge porn.’

Revenge porn is the term encompassing all
types of distribution of private, intimate digital
content such as nude images or videos. The
threat of this type of distribution has existed
for some time; however, the practice began
garnering media attention in 2010 with the
launch of an amateur pornography site named
IsAnyoneUp.com. The site catapulted the prac-
tice to extreme levels because it created a plat-
form, accessible to anyone with Internet access,
where users can submit not only private im-
ages, but also identifiable and contact informa-
tion (Garfield 2011). Though the site was shut
down in 2012, hundreds of replacement sites
have appeared in its stead. Where previously,
distribution of intimate images was possible
among contact channels like mass emailing or
Facebook shares, this content can now reach
the masses with even greater ease – and with
very little legal protection for those it affects.

For the purpose of this paper, the definition
of ‘revenge porn’ material will be reassessed

and split into different terms. This specification
is necessary in reference to this type of content
because not all instances of intimate data leaks
or distribution are carried out in a vengeful
manner. Some surface in the form of mass data
leaks involving a large number of people with
whom the presumed hacker has no personal
connection. In this instance, the term ‘private
made public content’ will be used. It is also
important to identify this content by its inti-
mate nature in reference to privacy laws. Pri-
vacy laws contain protections for many types
of ownership, including both online data and
of- fline possessions and space. When refer-
encing the missing privacy standards in these
cases, the term ‘intimate data’ will be used to
encompass digital property of an intimate na-
ture, such as nude photographs or videos. The
term ‘revenge porn’ will remain in cases con-
cerning the distribution of intimate data with
a vindictive nature and, because it is the most
widely accepted term, it will also be used to
represent the general practice.

In response to the increasing popularity of
revenge porn, a small number of states, such as
Utah and California, have enacted legislation
to provide some protections to those depicted
in the images or videos. However, there is
no federal law for online privacy protecting
victims of revenge porn (Nelson 2014). Even
more troubling, the few state laws that are in
place rarely contain proactive standards pro-
tecting this data from being distributed in the
first place. Most of these new laws are merely
reactionary, only doling punishment after the
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damage has been done. An argument worth
raising to this point is the importance of an
adaptable legal framework that could theoret-
ically change as technology advances. This
new set of standards will be discussed in the
sense of economist Brian Arthur’s concept of
modularity.

In addition to the lack of legal standards
providing protection, another missing standard
that could curb the amount of intimate content
available for distribution is Internet and so-
cial networking education for young people.
Millennials – the generation of young adults
who have grown up in the technology boom –
have staked their identities in online communi-
cation and networks (Najdowski Hildegrand
2014). The standards for sharing personal infor-
mation with one another via online networks
has become commonplace, and many people
lack the understanding of just how much of
our personally identifiable information is avail-
able on the web. This lack of education about
a vital aspect of our lives coupled with the
sheer distributive power of the Internet creates
a breeding ground for hackers and ex-lovers
alike to share intimate content never intended
for the public.

Currently, a number of players are at work
to change the legal standards and potentially
the legal framework to protect people from
privacy leaks in a technologically advancing
environment. However, an even larger net-
work possesses the capabilities to create and
distribute revenge porn – namely, anyone with
Internet access. Organizations like the Cyber
Civil Rights Initiative (CCRI) and several state
legislatures are working on advocacy and draft-
ing or passing new legislation. One powerful
tool working against these groups‘ efforts is the
constitutionally protected freedom of speech.
Another roadblock to these protections occurs
when the victim creates these images or videos
themselves (Najdowski Hildegrand 2014). The
complex web of players involved in both the
creation of this content and those working to
halt or protect the practice is highly complex.

This paper looks to identify the multi-
faceted issues related to the practice of revenge

porn and pinpoint the missing legal standards
for protection and the educational standards
for prevention. Part I of the discussion begins
with an explanation of the practice of revenge
porn, and how that very definition conflicts
with the language of current privacy law. Fed-
eral and certain state laws will be dissected
to pinpoint the exact standards gaps where
revenge porn cases can fall through.

Following the analysis of legal standards,
Part II moves toward the work being done to
change the legal framework and how a series
of social and political standards curb these ef-
forts. More specifically, these social standards
include the shifting of our identity standards
toward the sharing and social networking cul-
ture, are causing people to become more apt
to trust and share intimate content with others
(Toogood 2014). Politically, these roadblocks
include certain rights that revenge porn legis-
lation could infringe upon. Similarly, taking
a legal stand against the practice could cause
heightened self-censorship by Internet compa-
nies and users (Nelson 2014).

In Part III, the legal gaps and social and po-
litical standards will be used to examine a se-
ries of case studies that each exemplify a differ-
ent aspect of the missing standards in revenge
porn cases. The first of these cases is the re-
cent leak of nude photos of over 100 celebrities.
This case represents the sheer power of tech-
nology and the ability of those able to navigate
it to compromise the intimate or merely pri-
vate data of large groups of people or, namely,
anyone who uses the Internet. The second case
study is that of the first revenge porn instance
in New York State in which the perpetrator
tweeted nude photos of an ex-girlfriend. This
case raises the issue of consent when the im-
ages were given to the perpetrator but in a
private manner. It also provides substantial ev-
idence of the many standards gaps in current
revenge porn laws. The final case study looks
at the social issues raised at the fore of this
practice through the lens of the former Internet
site IsAnyoneUp.com mentioned earlier.

Part IV argues for a different approach to
preventing revenge porn, that media literacy
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and online safety education are a viable al-
ternative to current ineffective legal attempts.
Research shows that, like standards for re-
venge porn, policy and educational standards
for teaching Internet safety in the classroom
has developed entirely too slowly to address
risky online practices of young people (Choulat
2010). Therefore, educators and parents hold
the capacity and, I argue, the responsibility to
teaching children the importance of Internet
safety. If effective and accessible curricula for
parents and teachers can be developed, it could
create a safer environment for young people
to utilize online networking without putting
themselves at risk to becoming a victim of re-
venge porn.

II. Literature Review

At this time, a limited amount of scholarly re-
search exists regarding the practice of revenge
porn and the privacy law limitations of inti-
mate data. Though online privacy concerns
have existed for decades as the free flow of
information through communication channels
continues to multiply, the practice of distribut-
ing intimate data for the purposes of revenge,
popularity or monetary gains is rather new. A
key reference article for this paper is Danielle
Citron and Mary Anne Franks‘ Criminalizing
Revenge Porn. This paper from the Wake For-
est Law Review takes an historical approach
by examining privacy law that covers topics
like identity theft and disclosure of individu-
ally identifiable information and applies it to
the development of legislation for criminaliz-
ing revenge porn. Another important point
this piece makes is how copyright law can be
leveraged as an advantage against the argu-
ment that those who take the intimate photos
themselves are responsible for the content dis-
closure (Citron Franks 2014).

As a first step toward this potential leg-
islation, Franks, the Vice President of CCRI,
also authored a “Guide for Legislators” for ap-
proaching the subject of revenge porn from
a policy standpoint. The guide provides the
essential elements for a new standard and a

model of a state law, along with relevant statis-
tics and case studies (Franks 2014). This model
could provide potential fillers for the current
standards gaps.

In the discussion of inadequate privacy pol-
icy and the development of new frameworks
to address distribution of intimate data, the
concept of modularity could provide an inno-
vative approach to reshaping the legal system
to fit the tumultuous interconnected society
in which we live. This concept, described by
Arthur in The Nature of Technology, breaks
down a system into sub-parts that have the
ability to be rearranged as circumstances or
needs change (Arthur 2009). Modularity is
no stranger in many fields, as it has become
an integral concept in creating the evolving
technology of our time. So why not integrate
that into the legal system, which has proven
too slow to adapt to this technology? This
discussion could reshape privacy law to im-
itate the rapidly evolving technological envi-
ronment in which it lives. I will apply the
concept of modularity in a theoretical sense,
with admitted flaws, to propose a new way to
approach revenge porn legislation. Another ref-
erence for this restructuring discussion will be
Adam Thierer‘s piece from the Harvard Jour-
nal of Law and Public Policy that stresses a
multi-layer approach to upholding and creat-
ing online privacy standards. Thierer suggests
the “3-E” approach, which combines education,
empowerment and enforcement (Thierer 2013).

“In the analysis of social and political chal-
lenges to combating revenge porn, David Gre-
wal‘s leverage points, which he identifies in
Network Power: The Social Dynamics of Glob-
alization, will provide unique evidence as to
why this practice remains so prevalent despite
general public disdain. Grewal identifies three
leverage points of the Internet that result in its
infinite power as a network: compatibility, mal-
leability and availability. I will discuss these
points in reference to how revenge porn has
risen to popularity and how the Internet will
allow the practice to further blur our online
privacy rights and comprise intimate data.

Two others pieces that provide an in-
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teresting view of changing social standards
that impact how much we share online are
a sit-down interview with IsAnyoneUp.com
founder Hunter Moore and an academic blog
from The Telegraph. The Moore interview dis-
cusses the business of revenge porn and why
making a profit from it is a viable source of
income due to the current culture of “overshar-
ing” (Garfield 2011). The academic blog by Dr.
Laura Toogood discusses the dangers young
people face when they are not aware of the con-
sequences of how much they share online. Chil-
dren and their parents alike not only face phys-
ical danger, such as online predators, but also
emotional distress (Toogood 2014). The journal
article from the American Psychological Asso-
ciation “The criminalization of ‘revenge porn”’
discusses how legislators must also take into ac-
count the psychological impacts revenge porn
has on victims when creating new standards
(Najdowski Hildegrand 2014).

An important view of political standards
blocking the way for new privacy standards is
examined in a MIT Technology Review aca-
demic blog by Vivek Wadhwa. “Laws and
Ethics Can‘t Keep Pace with Technology“ gives
current examples of other legal instances where
technological capabilities are creating gaps in
policies. Wadhwa argues that the political pro-
cess is far too slow and regulated for laws
to ever keep pace with advancing technology
(Wadhwa 2014). These legal, political and so-
cial standard gaps will then be made evident in
three recent case studies. The first of which is
the highly publicized “Celebgate” instance that
compromised the private images of over 100
celebrities stolen from Apple‘s iCloud in Au-
gust 2014 (Kedmey 2014). Jennifer Lawrence,
the most outspoken celebrity regarding the
break, has demanded heightened punishment
and revision of the law to address the case, but
concrete revision in policy standards have yet
to be reached (Ehrenfreund 2014). At the cur-
rent time, the iCloud hacker(s) has not been
discovered. Through a series of news articles
from outlets such as TIME and The Washington
Post, this case will be detailed and compared
to the current federal privacy standards.

The second case study involves a clear-cut
example of the original sense of revenge porn.
A New York man was arrested for distributing
nude photos of an ex-girlfriend on his Twitter
account in a vengeful manner. Ian Barber, the
man on trial, was charged on three counts but
was acquitted of all charges when the judge
found his actions fell through the legal gaps.
This was New York‘s first case involving re-
venge porn (Yaniv 2014). This case, also de-
tailed from media reports and legal analysis
of New York state law, will provide concrete
examples of the many standards gaps and the
lack of progress that has been made despite
the public‘s awareness of the gaps.

The third case study will focus on a specific
web platform for distribution of revenge porn
material. This analysis will be a deeper look
at the site IsAnyoneUp.com mentioned earlier
and its now celebrity-status creator, Hunter
Moore (Garfield 2011). Because of missing le-
gal standards, the site was never closed down
due to its insidious nature; instead, it remained
online for two years before being removed for
employing a hacker who stole many of the pho-
tos being posted (Dodero 2012). The study also
provides an interesting but sobering view of
the identity standards of the Internet genera-
tion and how they could be creating a more
vulnerable online environment for young peo-
ple. Media reports, an analysis of an interview
with Moore, and the American Psychology As-
sociation journal article will be used in this
case study.

In the discussion on Internet safety edu-
cation in Part IV, the primary resource for
the current policy and education standards
is information technology specialist Tracey
Choula‘s “Teacher Education and Internet
Safety.” Choulat sets a foundation for Internet
safety curriculum and the importance of edu-
cators and parents to introduce these concepts
to young adults despite lagging educational
and policy standards that have yet to be imple-
mented (Choulat 2013). A report from the Wil-
son Center and Paul Vallas highlights the lack
of STEM educational standards in US schools,
which could be a factor in young people‘s
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lack of understanding of technology systems
and social network power (Vallas Pankovits).
Thierer’s approach will also be integrated into
the discussion as education being the first as-
pect to changing our online privacy landscape
(Thierer 2013).

Part I

As acknowledged, revenge porn in all its forms
is becoming more pervasive over time as tech-
nology continues to advance, people continue
to share rather than protect, and our legal stan-
dards remain stagnant. This section will iden-
tify the legal landscape of revenge porn legis-
lation, specifically the language of state laws,
the lack thereof at the federal level and the
standards gaps in which revenge porn creators
and distributors can slip through in the legal
system.

Among the first states to enact revenge
porn-specific policy, California recently sen-
tenced one year in prison in its first revenge
porn guilty verdict. California and others like
Virginia and Utah have seen actual progress
in cracking down on perpetrators because of
effective definitions in the legal language. The
California state law “prohibits someone from
posting nude photographs online for the pur-
pose of causing emotional harm“ while further
detailing what emotional harm encompasses
(Rocha 2014). Where many states falter in their
language, allowing loopholes, is merely identi-
fying revenge porn as “nonconsensual pornog-
raphy“ but not including mention of intent.
Another intent issue is that of intimate data
stolen and distributed for monetary gain; there
is no explicit intent to the harm the individual
personally, just benefit from their likeness (Stu-
art 2014). And often in these cases, the actual
perpetrator of stolen data is difficult to trace
because of Internet anonymity.

While state legislators seem to be realizing
the issue but not always hitting the target, it
is in the federal standards that Americans are
most vulnerable. As mentioned, currently no
federal standard definition or legal framework

for revenge porn exists. Because of the issue‘s
amorphous and disputable nature, coming to
a nationwide consensus has proven quite diffi-
cult, allowing individual states to come to their
own legal standards. This avenue is acceptable,
but only until cases where a single geographic
location is untraceable. Blog forums and re-
venge porn platform sites present this issue
because they are available to users nationwide,
not to mention globally. When a victim‘s inti-
mate data lands on one of these platforms with
often-anonymous posters, where can the vic-
tim turn for justice? The answer is not simply
a suit against the website host, which will be
discussed further in the third case study of this
paper. Lack of federal standards is becoming
a dire problem for these victims as the prac-
tice becomes more common. Two legal gaps
brought to the fore by Citron and Franks stand
out among the multitude of standards gaps
evident in criminal statutes used to charge per-
petrators. First, revenge porn legislation must
include a component addressing harassment,
however, “criminal harassment and stalking
laws only apply to defendants who engage in
repeated harassing acts“ (Citron Franks 2014).
Many of these components address that emo-
tional harm must be a result of continued ha-
rassment, but nearly every instance of revenge
porn examples will show that just one post, dis-
tributed online to the masses, causes emotional
distress. Nevertheless, the law concludes that
one act is permissible and not considered legal
harassment.

The second major gap lies in whom the
harassment is directed toward. Most revenge
porn law states that abuse must be directed
toward the victim, however, most case of re-
venge porn include the dissemination of inti-
mate data to the masses for embarrassment
purposes rather than directed toward the vic-
tim (Citron Franks 2014). This gap speaks
directly to the issue that the legal standard is
not in fully understanding of the concept of
the practice. This gap will manifest itself in the
second case study of this paper detailing the
New York man acquitted due to “insubstantial
evidence“ (Yaniv 2014).
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Lawmakers have several avenues available
to close the gaps in policy, but one must con-
sider an alternate framework from the “one
silver bullet“ approach the majority of US legal
standards take (Thierer 2013). As technology
advances, so too should our approach at pro-
tecting individuals in the tumultuous and of-
ten muddy environment. Franks and the CCRI
have developed a robust recommended legal
framework and have actually advised many
states in drafting their own revenge porn poli-
cies. Among the most important points on their
recommended standards for revenge porn pol-
icy are “clearly set out elements of the offense,“
a very explicit list of what are the exceptions,
and a deliberate focus on not confusing intent
with motive (Franks 2014).

Another – admittedly abstract – attempt
at reshaping the revenge porn landscape in-
cludes the concept of modularity as applied
to law. As mentioned earlier, the silver bullet
approach is useful in clearer applications of the
law. Revenge porn does not fall into that cate-
gory. A modular approach, in the legal sense
of the technological concept described by Brian
Arthur, means taking different elements of the
law and combining them as seen fit for each
individual case, but still placing them under
an umbrella charge of revenge porn creation
or distribution (Arthur 2009). To give this ap-
proach more context, say a perpetrator finds a
nude photo in his ex-girlfriend‘s property, cre-
ates a tweet and sends the nude image to his
Twitter followers with the intent to cause her
emotional distress. He could be charged with
one count each of revenge porn creation and
revenge porn distribution, modular charges
that would incorporate the different levels of
revenge porn activities and motivations with
the elements of his crime. Under creation, he
is guilty of nonconsensual use of pornogra-
phy, copyright infringement and possession of
stolen property. Under distribution, many of
these same actions also apply, but his motiva-
tions could include the motive to cause emo-
tional distress and potentially slander, but not
monetary gain for copyright or stolen mate-
rial. Clearly this approach needs further re-

finement, but it could present a new way in
which many types of technology or privacy
crimes are approached, eliminating the archaic
one-application, silver bullet approach.

Part II

As revenge porn becomes a more recognized
form of harassment and online victimization,
several activist groups and notable individu-
als have sprung to take action in changing
legislation. The aforementioned CCRI and
its proposed legislative framework along with
celebrity pressure like that of “Celebgate“ vic-
tim Jennifer Lawrence have forced state law-
makers to take a serious look at revenge porn
standard reforms. As of now, just 12 states
have passed legislation specifically aimed at
revenge porn, but many others appear to be
soon to follow.

Other types of platform standards in soci-
ety weigh heavily on these legislative reforms,
including social identity standards, fundamen-
tal network standards and American political
standards. Growing up in a technologically in-
novative time while simultaneously engaging
in the Internet as the pioneers of social net-
working, the millennial generation has shaped
what can now be referred to as the “sharing
culture.“ No other time in history have such a
vast number of individuals been so personally
connected, in both the sense of availability of
information on one another and their willing-
ness to share their personal information with
the masses. Consequently, this sharing culture
has reshaped the identity standards upheld
by the population, increasingly the younger
the Internet user. As users become more apt
to share personal information via online plat-
forms, they often become more unaware of
the dangers and consequences this presents.
Dr. Laura Toogood of Digitalis explains this
trend: “While many children are oblivious to
privacy controls, or under pressure to ignore
them, others are aware of how to take advan-
tage of unprotected accounts and use this as a
bullying tactic“ (Toogood 2014). Toogood says
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online dangers, like the potential to fall victim
to revenge porn or even physical harm, are
becoming more and more prevalent while si-
multaneously becoming more easily disguised,
creating an online environment ripe for cre-
ating Internet privacy victims (Toogood 2014;
Najdowski Hildegrand 2014). This presents
a great roadblock for legislators and activists:
How are lawmakers supposed to change the
language to protect users who are often the
ones, even unknowingly, placing themselves at
risk?

Even the very fundamental structure of the
Internet competes with the US‘s rigid legal
framework. David Grewal, in his analysis of
networks in Network Power, he discusses three
leverage points that together determine the
power of a network. These three points, avail-
ability, compatibility and malleability, com-
bined with the Internet‘s colossal user base
make it the most powerful and widely used
network on the globe (Grewal 2008). With
these points in mind, one can clearly see a
framework for how private content travels on-
line and impacts millions of users faster and
more efficiently than every before.

The Internet provides an open platform for
its nearly 3 billion users to search or come into
contact with content from a vast number of
sources on an infinite number of topics. Its
availability is striking. Aside from certain cen-
sors, such as government, educational, etc., In-
ternet content has the potential to reach users
from all corners of the globe, especially if it
comes into contact with other mass commu-
nication platforms like television. Also, when
the content is of a widely interesting topic to
Internet users or of a taboo nature, like con-
flict, celebrities or pornography, the availability
aspect is duplicated, due also to its relevancy
factor. Therefore, the more people are sharing
and posting the content, in this case revenge
porn and intimate data, the more available it
becomes to users.

While the network‘s inner framework is a
clear example of how billions of different types
of pages, documents and interfaces can work
across one another seemingly seamlessly, it is

the outer framework of communication tech-
nologies that relates to revenge porn dissemina-
tion. In terms of compatibility, Internet content
can be accessed, shared and used by people
from many types of devices and be format-
ted for sharing effectively. Leaked YouTube
videos can be shown on television program-
ming; leaked photos can be saved onto some-
one‘s smartphone and texted to a group of
friends. The compatibility aspect makes Inter-
net content infinitely shareable.

Arguably the most beneficial to its suc-
cess as a platform and at distributing private-
madepublic content is the Internet‘s malleabil-
ity. Grewal states that there is a malleability
sweet spot that networks must have in order to
remain open to revision but retain their mea-
surable standards and network power (Grewal
2008). The Internet as a whole has managed
to retain its network framework while still al-
lowing site and content creators to transform
its interworking parts to suit specific needs.
For example, revenge porn site creators such
as Hunter Moore with IsAnyoneUp.com have
built their own platforms to allow users to up-
load their own content and develop the site to
their specifications, and the stability of the In-
ternet framework standards support the chan-
nels by which this content is shared from hub
to user and vice versa. Additionally, these cre-
ators have embraced site facilitator standards
to not only manage these pages, but also pro-
tect themselves from lawsuits.

Finally, the political history and framework
of American society faces great challenges
today in many issues similar to the ethics-
versusfreedoms battle evident in revenge porn
regulation. The Founding Fathers set a po-
litical standard that “must go hand in hand
with the progress of the human mind. As that
becomes more developed, more enlightened,
as new discoveries are made, new truths dis-
closed, and manners and opinions change with
the change of circumstances, institutions must
advance also, and keep pace with the times“
(/it Thomas Jefferson, Wadhwa 2014). How-
ever, as Stanford technology fellow Vivek Wad-
hwa poses, if the human mind cannot keep
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pace with the technology we are creating, how
can our laws, which are shaped by the people?
One political standard applicable to revenge
porn is the freedom of speech. Critics argue
this type of legislation infringes on this free-
dom, both that of the distributor and the cre-
ator (Najdowski Hildegrand 2014). Essentially,
if one wants to share pornographic images for
whatever reason, they should not be penalized
because of the few who take part in the prac-
tice with malicious intent. Furthermore, if one
wants to create intimate data for their own per-
sonal use, the law should not discourage them.

Part III

The following case studies provide examples
of three distinct shapes revenge porn can
take: single instance mass leaks of private-
madepublic content; classic revenge porn dis-
tribution by an ex-lover; and an open Internet
platform where users participate for a variety
of motivating factors.

I. "Celebgate"

In August 2014, an unknown hacker or group
of hackers broke through Apple‘s security
walls in the iCloud data storage service and
distributed private photographs found inside
the accounts of over 100 celebrities or public fig-
ures by taking advantage of a password guess-
ing hole (Vaughn-Nichols 2014). While many
of these images were considered harmless to
the appearance of those portrayed, some were
authentic nude or suggestive photographs. Of
the group victimized by the hack, two of the
most well known and negatively affected were
actress Jennifer Lawrence and model Kate
Upton. Since the security breach and lack
of progress in punishing those responsible,
Lawrence has called for serious updates to the
online privacy legal landscape.

However, because of the lack of a federal
legal statute addressing revenge porn, those
responsible for “Celebgate“ will likely never
receive full punishment for the damage they

caused. Lawrence‘s camp has announced a full
investigation and to prosecute any member of
the online community who distributes the pho-
tographs, but that is likely the extent of action.
Leaks such as these involve thousands, poten-
tially millions of players, many of which are
painstakingly traced. Even if Lawrence‘s and
other celebrities‘ lawyers take the time to track
each of these distributors and websites, the
highest extent of the law they could prosecute
these individuals is copyright infringement –
a tool many agree is not ideal (Ehrenfreund
2014; Kedmey 2014). Furthermore, if the origi-
nal hackers are caught, they could receive stiff
punishments, especially due to lawsuits from
Apple, but no law currently stands at the fed-
eral level that would specifically address the
emotional distress and stolen intimate property
of those whose cloud accounts were compro-
mised.

II. New York‘s first revenge porn case

Until recently, no legislation explicitly targeted
toward revenge porn existed in New York,
which resulted in an acquittal in the state‘s
first revenge porn case. In July 2013, Brooklyn
resident Ian Barber shared nude photos of his
former girlfriend to the woman‘s sister and em-
ployer, as well as his personal Twitter account.
However, because of three clear gaps found
between the law and the charges filed against
him, the judge dismissed the case in February
2014. Even after the court determined permis-
sion was never granted to expose the photos
online – the defendant claimed otherwise – the
judge concluded “current laws are insufficient
to sustain the allegations“ (Yaniv 2014).

Barber was charged with three misde-
meanors: one count each of aggravated ha-
rassment, dissemination of unlawful surveil-
lance and public display of offensive sexual
material. Unfortunately for the victim, in each
charge, a loophole existed. For harassment
to stick, some type of communication must
be sent to the victim whereas Barber sent the
images to her family and colleagues. For un-
lawful surveillance, images must have been
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obtained illegally whereas Barber was sent the
photos in confidence before the relationship
ended. Finally, as arguably the most outdated
law in this case, for offensive sexual material,
nudity in the photo is not the only stipulation.
The image must be posted for public display,
which New York law does not consider Twitter
because it is a subscription service (Yaniv 2014).
Therefore, not only does New York law view
Twitter as a private space, despite the facts it is
free, highly accessible and widely used, it also
presents clear standards gaps for revenge porn
distributors to slip through.

It is important to mention that, as of Au-
gust 2014, the governor of New York closed
one legal loophole that could impact future
revenge porn victims in the state. The former
unlawful surveillance law stated that a person
could not “broadcast images of another person
engaged in sexual activity with the person‘s
consent“ but the law “required that certain
body parts be identifiable.“ The new law re-
moves that caveat, making any broadcast sex
act without those depicted permission illegal
(Weaver 2014). However, the law makes no
mention of the standards gaps exploited in the
original case study.

III. IsAnyoneUp.com

The third case study exemplifies revenge porn
in its most malicious form. Before the site
was removed from the web in 2012, IsAny-
oneUp.com operated as a platform allowing
users to upload content, specifically nude or
suggestive images of themselves or others, and
distribute it across the site or the web, often
including identifiable or contact information.
While the site remained under close watch by
authorities and continued to gain bad press
for its detestable intent, it found refuge in a
legal clause that would allow it to continue
operations for two and a half years on the web.
Title V or Section 230 of the Communications
Decency Act of 1996 states: “No provider or
user of an interactive computer service shall be
treated as the publisher or speaker of any infor-
mation provided by another information con-

tent provider.“ This legal standard, along with
a three-prong test, allowed the site‘s founder
and administrator, Hunter Moore, to escape
many legal battles from outraged women, and
sometimes men, who found their images on the
site (Garfield 2011). Even when these revenge
porn victims sought justice through claiming
copyright or any other legal avenue, they could
not attack the site because it was the individ-
ual user who was held legally responsible for
the uploads. Therefore, even though the site‘s
content might violate a plethora of moral and
legal standards, the often-anonymous online
user was the only perpetrator who could be
found at fault.

However, in 2012, IsAnyoneUp.com was
shut down when found in violation of legal
standards that could be brought against its ad-
ministrators. After a string of strange Gmail
password hacks that each coincidentally led
to the victims‘ photos posted on the revenge
porn site, the scam was traced back to a hacker
named Charles Evans under the guise of “Gary
Jones“ who had been receiving payments from
Moore to break into email accounts, steal in-
criminated images and post them to the site
anonymously. Both Moore and Evans now face
15 federal charges each, including conspiracy,
unauthorized access to a protected computer
to obtain information and aggravated identity
theft (Stuart 2014; Dodero 2012). The troubling
issue with these charges is that none of them
involve the actual intent of the actions: to dis-
tribute pornographic images of non-consenting
individuals. By our current legal standards,
stealing the images and doing so for a profit
are punishable but not the intent to distribute
other people‘s intimate data.

Though the Moore case presents a clear ex-
ample of where legal standards gaps exist and
are exploited, it also brings to light how today‘s
Internet and sharing culture are reshaping our
identity standards. The earlier discussion pre-
sented mainly through Dr. Toogood‘s analysis
on the dangers children face in the online en-
vironment examines these gaps. Additionally,
in an On the Media discussion, Moore gives
a sobering view of the reality of this culture
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and how the Internet is a ripe environment
for revenge porn: “I give a stage for people to
put that content on the Web. But it‘s 2011. I
mean, people – they‘re putting their lives on
Facebook and Twitter and – and then they ex-
pect to send these private intimate photos to
random people that they‘re meeting online that
they don‘t know, and they expect it to not be
on the Internet¿‘ Moore claimed not to be hurt-
ing anyone, just facilitating a space for them
to hurt themselves while he makes a profit
of it (Garfield 2011). Essentially, his logic is
nearly correct, leaving maneuvering space for
those who had no knowledge of images being
taken or those who are incorrectly identified.
Lawmakers, standard setters, are once again
plagued with the question of how to legally
help people when they are not helping them-
selves.

Part IV

So far, the legal landscape has dominated the
discussion on the issue and prevention of re-
venge porn. However, many experts on the
subject of online security and privacy argue
that the justice system is not the best avenue
for combating the issue; the answer lies in the
education system (Vallas Pankovitz; Toogood
2014; Thierer 2013). With the combination of
advancing technology and the user‘s increasing
comfort with this technology, the user is becom-
ing more vulnerable to potential threats they
often do not know exist. The iCloud breach
provides an example of this. Instead of rely-
ing on the law to prevent and serve justice to
creators and distributors of revenge porn, edu-
cational technology experts like Tracey Choulat
agree that a viable alternative is preventative
educational measures. By introducing online
safety practices and training in the classroom
during a young person‘s formative years, we
can create a more responsible online citizenry
(Choulat 2010).

The need for educational programming in
schools is seen as the first of three targets in
the “3-E“ solution to online privacy and safety.

Privacy expert Adam Thierer recognizes the
legal system‘s inherent inability to adapt to
a standard that addresses online privacy con-
cerns, like revenge porn, and concludes that
new strategies must be devised: “This conclu-
sion does not mean that privacy is unimportant
or that society is entirely powerless to address
it through legal or regulatory means. It does,
however, mean that individuals who are highly
sensitive about their online privacy will likely
need to devise new strategies to shield it as
the law will not likely play as great a role due
to both normative and practical constraints“
(Thierer 2013). The second and third E‘s of
the “3-E“ solution include user empowerment
and enforcement of existing legal standards,
but this section focuses mainly on the first E,
education. Thierer proposes this solution as a
viable new direction also because of another
unclear standard for the general population: a
standard definition of privacy. Online privacy
and appropriate regulation is a highly disputed
issue for the majority of Internet users in the
United States (Thierer 2013). Therefore, educat-
ing people how they can maintain their own
standard of privacy online instead of painstak-
ingly trying to create a legal standard is the
best solution for all. While some online safety
regulations exist in schools, they serve as polic-
ing mechanisms rather than educational tools.
The majority of safety mechanisms in place
in most American high schools include fire-
walls that merely prevent potentially harmful
content from view or download. Firewalls on
school servers block many kinds of content
from pornographic images to virus-carrying
software. While these firewalls exist for noble
reasons, they do nothing to actually educate
students why they exist. Choulat argues this
places a large burden on students and their
parents when students return home where of-
ten these same online protections do not exist
(Choulat 2010). By educating students about
why certain sites and content are blocked, how
firewall software filters for harmful material,
and how students can begin to navigate the
interweb responsibly, young people may have
a deeper understanding of the Internet envi-
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ronment and the many privacy concerns and
harms it harbors if used irresponsibly. But first,
this kind of curricula must find its way into
high school educational standards (Choulat
2010; Toogood 2014).

A recent report from the Wilson Center on
the 21st century challenges for American class-
rooms concluded startling results in regards to
STEM education. “The outdated curriculum in
most schools carves out little time to teach the
skills in the crucial STEM areas necessary for
the most competitive 21st century jobs“ (Vallas
Pankovits). While the report based much of its
research on the importance of updated curric-
ula for the future of the job market, these same
results can be applied to the importance of
STEM education on Internet safety. If students
are not being allotted time in the classroom
to learn technology and Internet basics, they
will continue to utilize these fascinating tools
with increased ignorance to their negative side-
effects.

Admittedly, very little research is available
to prove the effectiveness of online safety ed-
ucation, but this is often cited as part of the
bigger problem. Very few extended programs
on youth cyber-security exist, therefore, little
evidence on these programs‘ or curricula‘s ac-
tual effectiveness exists. While some schools
may offer one-time seminars or online training
videos, these tactics have a much lesser chance
of creating a lasting effect than if cyber safety
was molded into the curriculum.

Recent research does show, however, that
“students with greater knowledge of internet
privacy and security issues were more likely
to protect private information and the groups
most able to impact students‘ online activi-
ties were parents, educators and their peers
(Choulat 2013; Chai, Bagchi-Sen, Morrell, Rao
Upadhyaya 2009). Therefore, implementing
new education standards for online safety
into middle and high school classrooms – a
time they are most impressionable and simul-
taneously acquiring technological skills, sur-
rounded by educators and peers – can protect
Internet users from the threat of revenge porn
rather than rely on the outdated standards of

the justice system.

III. Conclusion

Revenge porn in all its forms as well as the
implications of Internet safety for current and
future generations are becoming priority issues
for activists and policymakers alike. This pa-
per examined many of the standards at play
in this complex network, including legal stan-
dards, identity and social standards, political
standards and technological standards. How-
ever, a deeper understanding of each aspect
is necessary to create a more legally protected
environment against revenge porn. Simply put,
our legal system is falling drastically behind in
its effort to keep pace with technology and the
globalized society. That is not to say techno-
logical advancement and network expansion
are hindrances to Americans‘ safety, but they
should not be viewed lightly. Privacy issues
like revenge porn will continue to pervade so-
ciety, no doubt spawning more 21st century
issues in their wake. It is up to lawmakers and
activists now to recognize this, then address it
with fresh eyes and innovative methods to re-
work the country‘s legal standards and frame-
work to better protect our future generations.
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